Dear compatriots;

Dear professor Al Mariam

Any time I hear the Ethiopian elites, especially prominent lawyers like Al Mariam- it irritates me. Why? many things. Among the issues irritates me is the following;

A man of brilliant knowledge of law, not only learned law, but he teaches law. And yet, he likes deal with the source who are the God father of TPLF. American government is know for its policy of feeding and promoting thugs to control power in Africa. Ever since this American modern sate is established, its policy remains the same. The stem itself is controlled by gangs who are not better than the African repressive gangs. These are rich ballooners who running this system called America. Al knows this. Trump is the worst racist and hateful who hate Africa. In fact he praises racist in America and calls them there are good people among Nazi groups, skin heads, KKkk. For Al to think Trump will put sanction on the Tigrayan racist thugs controlling Ethiopia is to be naïve. Trump like fascist. TPLF is a fascist thug, and Trump will not go against fascists like TPLF. Trump has nature of humanity and democracy. He owns gambling machine reaping off and fooling society and accumulate his wealth from a established a gambling machine. Unfortunately, Trump got in to power, because it is a sign of decaying system. The Ballooners are still in control of the economy and the trick to manipulate the illiterate American population. This country is divided by race. Immigrants are even worst tools made to promote the Ballooners and Milliners to power. I am surprised Al Mariam for writing the same similar appeal and letter to Trump administration which he did to the notorious Obama. Trump does not care about Ethiopians. He does not even care for the American babies, sick and elderlies, poor working families a man with no hesitation taking away the so called Obama care from babies benefit to see doctors.

What Al should have done is organized lawyers (foreigners and Ethiopian lawyers) and patriots who can collect and present documents of Human rights abuse, ethnic cleansing and murder by TPLF thugs and
take them to court. Many of the murderess are here and all over Europe. Tameat Layne, Junedin Sodo, Hassen Ali, Bisrta Amare, Lencho Leta and his groups, Jawar Mohammed—many TPLF many criminal leaders are all over Diaspora living comfortable. Not only living comfortable, leading the Diaspora politics going from country to country with the so called G7 the very fist dangerous Isayas mercenary Berhanu Negga. ESAT the Ginbot 7 and Isyas Afewerki’s mouth piece are serving Jundin Sedo, Tamrat Layen, Lencho to teach us back politics. Let alone these criminals to be charged in court for their crime, they are on ESAT, SBS, VOA and so on ….portrayed themselves as victims! did you hear me!
Professor Al- please leave this time consuming of appealing to the God fathers of TPLF. You mean Americans do not know who TPLF is? what do you think the CIA and the Embassy are doing in Addis? What is US Aid doing? who leads it? Is that not the ”guerrilla mistress” lady who is the backbone and advisor of TPLF? who is she? Gayle Smith!
She started her career in service to the American Empire as an undercover CIA operative posing as a journalist in the Horn of Africa in the late 1970’s. Taking her duty seriously, she became the mistress of a guerilla fighter known by the nom de guerre of “Jamaica” in the Marxist-Leninist-Enver Hoxha-ite Tigrayan Peoples Liberation Front (TPLF)” . She is the Obama confidant and still she there in Addis stirring and reporting. So, Mr. Al Mariam,, Trump knows his thugs what they are doing. Brother Professor Al you need to minimize this unfruitful attempt to persuade God fathers of TPLF writing letters knowing nothing will happen.
Instead you should have organize lawyers and take some criminals who are here with us leading the opposition politics still spewing hate to court. Above all, please do not minimize the Amhara atrocity. I hear from your report on the so called Amhara killlll — you referred it as “ESKE Zer Matfat Yemihed’ what is that ESKE mean? You mean to tell me you cant say it is ethnic cleansing than to hesitate “ESKE Zer Matfat Dires Yemiders”.. what does ESKE mean? “. You mean to tell me you do not know how many times (in fact hard count them- continuously)….the atrocity was carried——— it is worst than Rwanda! Millions of Amhara are disappeared- TPLF even admit over 2 Million Amhara disappeared. And yet, you only mentioned “ESKE Zer MaTfat Yemihed” . I was also surprised when you sent me this audio of yours and the fascist TPLF spokes person respond to your letter- Reason why the TPLF Gestapo
thugs ignore you from responding to you all these years is, because, they know the God father of TPLF America will not listen you- TPLF is their child,…. they feed them, advice them. They do anything for them, because Ethiopia is now open for all sorts of Empire extenders, investors exploiting the nation. It is the under the control of the New World order. So why should TPLF thugs worried about your letters. They know they protected.

Please be a lawyer an act like a lawyer and take action against those criminals. Writing to the God fathers of TPLF is nothing but useless attempt. Sorry Professor Al- I am just irritated by you all most of the Ethiopian elites. Especially the Amhara elites, the worst failed elite eve I witnessed in politics. They silent their brain from confronting the criminals where they live, , criminals who murdered their parents, families , brothers, sisters, older and young Amhra farmers. Their silence goes mute for a long time. You yourself came after KINIJIT to the arena of politics. You shut mouth for so long when the Amhara are murdered by thousands, their home burned, deported. What happen to all of you the Amhara elites to mute your mouth and your brain?!???? I am irritated- sorry, but I cant help it to be quite when I remember all those muted years. Few Amhara elites were confronting the criminals. A large genocide is happening in Ethiopia every month. Let me stop here and give you to hear this clip.

Amharas Deported from Benishangul Gumuz by the TPLF https://youtu.be/4QKeOlklqAY

AEUP is finalizing to take the ethnic cleansing case to the International Court of Justice, Ato Wondemagegn and Dr Yakob. April 4 2013 (MP3) (The toothless Yacob told in another interview said - Ethiopian known lawyer in the Diaspora (5/3 of them he said) failed and refused to continue taking the case to the UN Security council of Human rights section after we discuss about the ethnic cleansing going in Ethiopia), could that one of them be you MR Al?

If any one wants documents and audios please vist Mores, Welkait, Ethiopatrits.com http://welkait.com/?page_id=445

Thanks

Getachew Reda (Editor Ethiopian Semay)